DEVOPS SERVICES

ACCELERATE TIME-TO-MARKET WITH TARGETED
DEVOPS SERVICES
In today’s uber-competitive environment, delivering high
quality software on a short lead time is imperative for
business success and survival. The traditional ‘silo-ed’
approach to developing software leads to slow and
prodigious releases.
DevOps facilitates integration and collaboration between

development and operations teams. This leads to faster, and
continual software ‘deployments-to-market’.
However, DevOps adoption requires prudent changes in
organizational culture, process, and practice. Challenges
abound in designing, deploying, and managing DevOps
tool-chains.

HOW WE HELP
Microland’s DevOps services (see Figure 1) facilitate adoption
of the 'automate-and-version-control-everything' approach
to drive integration and automation of toolsets, self-service
portals, and SLA-driven services (remote and onsite).

Leveraging over 25 years of expertise coupled with the
knowledge of our AWS and DevOps process-trained
engineers, we create successful DevOps environments.
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Figure 1: Microland’s DevOps Service Components

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT
Microland’s cloud DevOps services deliver the following
outcomes:
Maximize cloud investments
Through DevOps automation framework, continuous
integration, cloud orchestration, and configuration tools,
we maximize ROI (Return on investment) of your DevOps
environment.

Cost Optimization
smartCenter and smartGovern frameworks enable
cost-effective management of your multi-tools and multi-cloud
DevOps environments.
Faster turnaround
Employing DevOps best practices helps increase productivity
and resilience.

WHAT SETS US APART
Microland has vast expertise in building DevOps
environments on public and private clouds using open
source and cloud native tools. Our differentiators include:
Proprietary toolset
smartGovern identifies cost optimization opportunities
and enforces organization-specific governance and

compliance requirements on AWS infrastructure.
smartDevOps automates the complete development
-to-release cycle.
Extensive experience
We have the right competence to support complex
delivery requirements.

For more information, log on to www.microland.com

About Microland
Microland is a leading Hybrid IT Infrastructure Service Provider and a trusted partner to
enterprises in their IT-as-a-Service journey. Incorporated in 1989 and headquartered in
Bangalore, India, Microland has more than 3,400 professionals across its offices in
Europe, Middle East, North America and India. Microland enables global enterprises to
become more agile and innovative through a comprehensive portfolio of services that
addresses hybrid IT transformation, workspace transformation, service transformation
and end-to-end IT infrastructure management.

